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FEELING FRUSTRATED?
§You have tried everything, but 

small problems have big 
unexplained reactions

§ These behaviors impact your 
stress level, daily functioning 
and routines

§Why won’t they just listen? Are 
they doing this on purpose?

§What am I doing wrong?!



This is HARD, and YOU ARE NOT ALONE!



MY LIFE ON SOCIAL 
MEDIA…

§#lovemyson
§#mommyslittleangel
§#mysonshine



§#becauseimadethesoupheaskedfor
§#sendhelp



THE SIMPLE 
GUIDE TO 

PARENTING IN 
2019

§ Make sure your children’s academic, emotional, 
psychological, mental, spiritual, physical, 
nutritional and social needs are met while being 
careful not to overstimulate, helicopter or neglect 
them in a screen-free, processed food-free, plastic-
free, body positive, socially conscious, egalitarian 
but also authoritarian, nurturing but fostering of  
independence, gentle but not overly permissive, 
pesticide-free, multi-lingual home with consistent 
enrichment opportunities that do not add stress 
but teach follow through without forcing… Also, 
don’t forget the coconut oil and to post about how 
wonderful everything is on social media daily but 
only once your children are asleep and you have 
done the dishes, packed the lunches, completed 
laundry, grocery shopped for tomorrow, exercised 
and bathed yourself  and practiced mindfulness for 
a minimum of  30 minutes per day….



§Feed them 
§Express disappointment 
as needed by giving ”the 
look”

§Lecture and Instill Fear



Ever feel like they don't ever 
listen to you, but they hear the 

same thing from “Mama Tiger” 
and it’s the best thing ever?!

§Today we will review 
other Proactive and 
Reactive tools to add 
to your parenting 
toolbox J



The Stress-Brain-
Behavior Connection



HOW CAN MY KID BE STRESSED?!

§Perfectionistic tendencies/anxiety levels
§Demands of school/extra curricular activities
§Turbulent friendships/Bullying/Self Esteem 
Difficulties
§Social Media: Understanding “reality” vs “reality 
TV/online reality”
§Home/environmental life: passing of a relative, 
changes in the family, financial stress…



Chronic stress is considered a type of trauma and acts as a “neuro-
developmental insult” and impacts the development of the brain

"He is 9 now but still throws tantrums like a 3 year old!!"

Have there been any stressors or environmental changes? When 
did they happen?



§Brains wired for instant gratification
§Increase in Screen Time & Decrease in 

Imaginative Play Time

= less ability to cope with 
stress

§Higher Incidence of Social Emotional 
Skill Delays and Lack of Basic Emotional 

Regulation Readiness Skills
§Waiting/Delayed Gratification), 

Frustration Tolerance, Problem 
Solving/Communication



https://www.youtube.com
/watch?v=3bKuoH8CkFc

WHY DO WE 
LOSE CONTROL?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3bKuoH8CkFc




This is not a rational/cognitive process

It is wired into their 
physiological response “Knee Jerk Reaction”

This makes them react to normal experiences as if they 
were life and death threats

Because of exposure to traumatic stress and delays in 
emotional regulation skils, some children are wired to 
quickly resort to a state of Fight/Flight/Freeze instead 

of using problem solving skills



PREVENTATIVE STRATEGIES TO 
SUPPORT YOUR CHILD WHO IS 
DISPLAYING CHALLENGING 

BEHAVIORS



• Only discuss incidents and behaviors when 
both you and your child are calm and you are speaking to 
them in a neutral and supportive manner.

Use Neutral Time: 

• Share your experiences while be open and communicative 
about YOUR TRIGGERS, FEELINGS AND RESPONSES!

Teach kids about “why” we 
lose control.

• (heart beats faster, start to feel hot, clench fists) and what 
situations tend to be their “triggers” for these 
physiological signs. Practice noticing them. 

Teach them about noticing 
early physiological signs 

when they start to get upset

• to “turn down the heat” and "cool down" when they see a 
trigger coming or feel those early physiological signs of 
stress.

Help them learn 
what calming strategies work 

for them



• Don’t just try and teach self-regulation, it won’t 
work (they don’t do what we say, they do what 
we do)

Self-Regulation 
through Co-
Regulation

• Just let them speak...don’t lecture. Ask helpful 
open ended questions i.e. “What did you 
need?” in lieu of “Why did you do that?”.

Focus on 
Relationship 

Building

• Don’t try to talk them out of feeling a certain 
way or discredit that they had that emotion.

Listen and honor 
their feelings Non-

Judgementally.





WHY ALL THIS 
POSITIVE STUFF?







In The Moment 
De-Escalation 

With Your Child

"I DID ALL THE 
PREVENTATIVE 
STUFF, BUT NOW HE 
IS SCREAMING, 
HITTING AND 
THROWING THINGS,  
HOW DO I CALM HIM 
DOWN?"



§Child is upset
§Parent approaches, “you need to calm down”

§Child explodes
§Parent is upset, "I don't deserve this!"

§Child is sent away/punished
§Parent expects child to change behavior

§Child's original stress thought pattern that the adult doesn't 
care or can’t help is affirmed

§Behavior escalation pattern continues and grows







You only have control over your 
own behavior: Stop trying to control 
theirs with punishment and lectures. 
You want their behavior to change? 
You need to change what YOU do.



RESPONDING VS 
REACTING

WHAT DOES THAT 
MEAN?

WHAT WOULD 
THAT LOOK LIKE?



HOW TO RESPOND AND NOT REACT...

§Take care of yourself first!



SEE THE GOLDFISH….



START HERE
§Stop the Successive Interactions:
§Don’t take a turn OR take a different turn
§What would that look like? 

§Remove attention from the negative behavior (but 
monitor safety)

§Provide Specific Positive Attention (SPA) when you see 
the desired behavior  

*This is called Differential Reinforcement



§C-Choices
§A-Ask what’s needed
§R-Redirect
§D-Distract



Unconditional 
Love…Does Not 
Mean Unconditional 
Acceptance of Bad 
Behavior

IT’S OVER…
NOW WHAT? DO I 

PUNISH?



PUNISHMENT VS CONSEQUENCES
Punishment: not related to the skill deficit, more 
for adult ego and shaming the child. Punishment 
often leads to feelings of anger, discouragement 
and resentment, and an increase in evasion and 

deception

§Consequences: are natural are part of life for 
all of us! Consequences are Relevant and 

Reasonable. The goal is to teach/practice a 
lacking skill



No TV or Video Games 
for a week for hitting 

sibling

Practice playing Jenga 
with sibling only using 

kind words/gentle 
hands for 15 min…if not 
used, reset the timer to 

start over again



§Kids respond to stress 
differently and this isn’t always a 
choice, but more of an 
automatic physiological 
reaction.

§Break the cycle, don’t REACT 
right away. Take a step back
and lower your lid first.

§RESPOND by not taking things 
personally. They aren’t giving 
you a hard time, they are 
having a hard time.

§When in doubt, use 
CARD:
§C-Choices
§A-Ask what’s needed
§R-Redirect
§D-Distract



§Testing of limits is part of normal 
development: use this to teach Self 
Advocacy, Problem Solving Skills and 
Communication

§They may "know better" but have a 
performance deficit-”flipped lid”
§Prepare for an Extinction Burst
§Stick with it and model the behavior 

you want to see

§PROGRESS NOT PERFECTION! 
Reinforce successive approximation

§What you shine light on will grow!



For all you do, and for taking the time out of your 
busy schedule to attend! We're on this roller-

coaster together, remember you're appreciated, 
and they're worth it!

Remember: They won’t remember what you said, but 
they'll remember the way you made them feel


